Moon Chung-in on economic cooperation and unification – NKNews Podcast Ep.71

The influential Blue House advisor talks summits, sanctions, and diplomatic strategy
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One of South Korea’s most prominent experts on North Korea, Moon Chung-in has observed and crafted North-South Korea relations for decades and has extensive knowledge of all three iterations of the Kims in Pyongyang.

This week on the podcast, we sat down with Moon to discuss unification scenarios, his assessment of Kim Jong Un’s leadership style, why the Hanoi summit failed, and why Yongbyon is worth bargaining for.

Moon Chung-in is a distinguished professor at Yonsei University and a special advisor on foreign affairs and national security to South Korea’s President Moon Jae-in.

About the podcast: The “North Korea News Podcast” is a weekly podcast hosted exclusively by NK News, covering all things DPRK: from news to extended interview with leading experts and analysts in the field and insights from our very own journalists.
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